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[ 5 7 ] ABSTRACT 

A stacking device for uniformly shaped, ?at articles, 
such as biscuits, is provided with a plurality of horizon 
tal and parallel arranged channels, each of which is 
supplied with a group of articles to be stacked; Each 
channel is provided with means to combine the articles 
in the same to form a longitudinal stack. At least one 
transverse stacking unit is provided which stacks the 
longitudinal stacks to form a transverse stack. 

8 Claims, 7 Drawing Figures 
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STACKING DEVICE FOR REGULARLY SHAPED, 
FLAT ARTICLES, FOR EXAMPLES BISCUITS OR 

COOKIES 

The invention relates to a stacking device for regu 
larly shaped, flat articles, for example biscuits. This 
stacking device is distinguished by a plurality of chan 
nels arranged parallel to one another and which during 
each stacking cycle receive in common a group of arti 
cles to be stacked, whereby each channel is provided 
with means for combining the articles of the group re 
ceived by it into a longitudinal or partial stack, and that 
at least one a stacking means extending transverse to 
the channels is provided, which means stacks the par 
tial or longitudinal stacks together into a combined or 
transverse stack. _ 

The group of articles to be stacked is conveyed to the 
stacking device, preferably by means of a counting de 
vice. 
The drawings illustrate diagrammatically a few em 

bodiments of the device of the invention by way of ex 
ample. 

IN THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a side view of a ?rst embodiment of the 
stack device according to the invention. 
FIG. 2 is a plan view of the device shown in FIG. 1, 

whereby the two arrows II of FIG. 1 indicate the direc 
tion in which the parts of the device lying therebelow 
are viewed. 
FIG. 3 is a section according to line III-III of FIG. 

1, on a larger scale. 
FIG. 4 is a side view of a second embodiment. 
FIG. 5 shows a section according to line V-V of 

FIG. 4. 
FIG. 6 is a partial plan view of FIG. 4 viewed in the 

direction of the arrow VI, and 
FIG. 7 is a side view of a third embodiment. 
The stacking device illustrated in the FIGS. 1 to 3 

comprises ?ve parallel upwardly open inlet channels 1, 
which are limited by low side or intermediary walls 2 
or 3, respectively, omitted in FIG. 1. The inlet of the 
stacking device is indicated by a dash-dotted line 4, and 
coincides with the outlet of a counting device which is 
described in the previously mentioned Swiss patent. 
The bottom of each channel 1 at its inlet end is formed 
by a stationary slideway 5 whose width is less than that 
of the channel 1, that is, ‘less than the mutual spacing 
of the walls 2, 3 or 3, 3, respectively. This permits two 
actuator rods 6, which are provided on an actuator 7, 
to engage from the rear on both sides of the slideway 
5 a round biscuit 8 lying on the same and to push it 
along this path in the direction of the arrow 9. A series 
of equidistant actuators 7 is arranged on an endless 
chain 10, which is guided over two chain wheels, of 
which in FIG. I only the chain wheel 11 on the outlet 
end is shown, while the chain wheel on the inlet end is 
located above the counting channels of the mentioned 
counting device merging in the channels 1. 
Below the slideways 5 is arranged a horizontal plate 

12 on the upper end of a rod 13 which rod is movable 
up and down, and is provided with five pairs of parallel 
cheek walls or members 14, which are located a very 
small distance away from the walls 2 or 3, respectively, 
and form above four slightly inclined saw teeth 15. The 
members 14 in each channel 1 form part of a ?rst 
stacking means for combining the article 8 in the chan 
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2 
nel into a partial stack 17. When the support formed by 
the parts 12 and 14 is located in its lower position 12.’, 
14’, indicated in dash-dotted lines in FIG. 1, the bis 
cuits 8 coming from the counting channels of the 
counting device are pushed forward by the respective 
actuators 7 on the slideways 5, whereby for example, 
a group of thirteen biscuits 8 counted off, as shown in 
FIG. 2, may be distributed in the ?ve channels. When 
the actuator rods 6 have reached the position shown in 
FIG. 2, the support 12, 14 is moved into its upper posi 
tion, whereby the biscuits 8 are lifted in the area of the 
ends of their diameter directed transversely to the 
channels 1 by the saw teeth 15' of the slideway 5. 

FIG. 1 illustrates three biscuits 8', 8" and 8"’ in sec 
tion, which are supported by a pair of saw teeth 15. By 
a further movement of the actuator 7 on the inlet end 
in direction of the arrow 9, ?rst the biscuit 8' is pushed 
on top of the biscuit 8” and then the stack of biscuits 
8", 8' so formed is pushed on top of the biscuit 8”’. 
The stack 8"’, 8", 8' is not pushed on top of the empty 
pair of saw teeth 15 lying in front of the same and 
comes then to lie on two narrow slideways 16, which 
are provided directly adjacent to the end section of the 
walls 2 and 3. On the slideways 16 are advanced further 
the “longitudinal stacks” or “partial stacks” 17 formed 
by means of the side walls of the saw teeth 14, until 
they reach the teeth 18 of two parallel cheeks l9 alined 
transversely to the channels 1. The result of the longitu 
dinal or partial stack operation will for the sake of sim 
plicity also then be designated as “longitudinal stack” 
or “partial stacks” when only one single biscuit 2 is lo 
cated in a channel 1 or indeed none at all. The checks 
19 form the longitudinal sides of a narrow rectangular 
frame, whose short transverse sides 20 are ?xedly con 
nected each with a chain link 21 of two endless chains 
22. Each of the two chains 22 is guided over two chain 
wheels 23, of which one is driven intermittently. In the 
frames 19, 20 are provided two rods 24 disposed paral 
lel to their saw tooth cheeks 19, on which a slidable 
carriage 25 is mounted (see particularly FIG. 3), which 
carries two rods 26 and 27 somewhat perpendicularly 
to the long ?anks of the slightly inclined saw teeth 18. 
The under side of the sliding carriage 25 is provided 

with a short actuator pin 28, which is guided between 
two guide rails 29, 30, ?xed to the frame and form two 
closed loops extending parallel with one another, 
whose lower parts are indicated in FIG. 2 each by a sin 
gle dash line 29', 30'. 
The two chains 22 carry a plurality of equidistant 

transversely extending stacking units or transverse 
stack units 18-28, which are indicated as a whole by 
31, and guide paths ?xed to the frame, but not shown, 
extend along these chains 22, so that the weight of'the 
units 18-28 does not de?ect the chains out of their in 
tended path. The units 18-28, and the chains 22, form 
part of a second stacking means. 

In accordance with FIG. 2, the sliding carriage 25 of 
the transverse stack unit 311 on the side walls of whose 
saw teeth 19 the “longitudinal stacks" or “partial 
stacks" have reached, is located on the lower end of the 
frame 19, 20, in this FIG. 2. Upon the now following 
step of the chains 22, this unit reaches the position of 
the unit 312 during shifting of the sliding carriage 25 by 
means of the actuator pins 28, so that the ?rst longitu 
dinal stack 17 is engaged by the rods 26 and 27 and is 
pushed on top of the next longitudinal stack 17. At the 
unit 313, by means of the further movement of the 
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chains 22, already all longitudinal stacks 17 have been 
stacked together into one single “transverse stack” or 
“total stack” 32. It is also pointed out that the chains 
22 are inclined downwardly to the left, and that both 
chains 22 do not lie at the same level, so that the trans 
verse stack units 31 are inclined transversely to the 
chains 22—which, however, is indicated only in FIG. 2 
by the showing of the longitudinal stacks 17 of the unit 
312 and the transverse stack 32 of the unit 313. The rod 
26 prevents a downward sliding of the biscuits from the 
stacks engaged in each case in the direction of the 
chain inclination, while the rod 27 prevents a down 
ward sliding in the direction transversely thereto and 
serves for the shifting of the stack. 
When the unit 31 comes into its position indicated by 

314, in which the height dimension of the entire stack 
32 is horizontal, this stack 32 is pushed by means of a 
horizontally slidable slide-member 33 of a discharge 
means in direction of'the arrow 34, that is, in direction 
of the long ?ank of the saw teeth 18 away from the rods 
26, 27 and onto a horizontal plate 35 fixed to the 
frame. The plate 35 is connected with a discharge slide 
36, which supplies to a subsequent packing machine 
with stacks of biscuits 32, each having an equal number 
of biscuits. In the transverse stack units 31, located on 
the lower stretch of the chains 22, in FIG. 1 the rods 26 
and 27 are omitted for the sake of simplicity, so that 
also a holding strip 19' is better visible, which extends 
adjacent to one of the side cheeks 19, in order to secure 
the longitudinal stack 17 on the unit 31,. In FIG. 2, the 
longitudinal stacks 17 are not as yet completely moved 
by the actuator rods 6 against the holding strip 19'. 
While in this embodiment, described by way of exam 

ple, a plurality of transverse stack units 31 is provided 
which are fixed to endless chains 22, which are dis 
posed in planes parallel to the longitudinal direction of 
the channels 1, the other embodiment, according to 
FIGS. 4-6, provides second stacking means of a single 
transversely extending stacking unit or transverse stack 
unit 37, which has an endless conveyor 38 constructed 
according to a type of chain saw, which however moves 
in the opposite direction to a chain-saw. The endless 
conveyor 38 has saw tooth members 39 of U-shaped 
pro?le, which have two saw tooth shaped cheeks 40, 
which are seated on two transverse shafts 41. The 
transverse shafts 41 form at the same time the pivot 
pins of two endless chains 42, which are trained each 
over two chain wheels 43, and are stepwise driven by 
one of the same in the direction of the arrow shown in 
FIG. 4. The chains 42 lie in two planes perpendicular 
to the longitudinal direction of the channels 1. The lon— 
gitudinal or partial stacking takes place in the channels 
1 in a manner similar to that in the FIGS. 1 to 3, for 
which reason most of the parts required for this pur 
pose are not illustrated in the drawings. FIG. 5 illus 
trates solely the chain wheel 11 with a part of the chain 
10 and an actuator 7, whose actuator rods 6 have just 
pushed a longitudinal stack 17 of four biscuits 8 onto 
the saw tooth member 39, whereby a stationary holding 
strip 44 has held this stack 17 on the member 39. 
When an actuator 7 has reached the position shown 

in FIG. 5, it is necessary to pivot its actuator rods 6 
about pivots 45 by which they are connected with the 
chain 10, not shown in FIG. 4. The actuator rods 6 are 
connected above the pivots 45 by means of a transverse 
rod 46, from whose center extends a control arm 47, 
whose end is pivoted to a shaft 48, which extends trans~ 
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4 
versely over all channels 1 and serves for the linking of 
the control arms 47 of all actuators 7 lying in the same 
transverse plane. The ends of the shaft 48 are formed 
by two pins 49, which are guided in two endless grooves 
or slots 50 of two side cheeks 51 ?xed to the frame and 
indicated solely in FIG. 5. The groove 50 has a straight 
section 52, which extends at the same height as the 
lower run of the chain 10 and is connected with a ris 
ing, slightly curved section 53. When the actuators 7 
have carried out the longitudinal stacking operation, 
the pins 49 are located at the transition point 54 of the 
two sections 52 and 53. Upon a further movement of 
the actuators 7 by the chains 10, the section 53 of the 
groove or of the slot 50 now takes over the guidance of 
the pins 49, which has as a result a pivoting of the actu 
ator rods 6 about the pivot 45 in the counterclockwise 
direction of FIG. 5, as is indicated in dash-dotted lines 
at 6', 7’. By this pivotal movement a striking of the ac 
tuator rods 6 against the longitudinal stack 17 is pre 
vented. 
The groove or slot section 53 merges above into a 

section, not shown, which is parallel to the upper 
stretch of the chain 10, said section in turn being con 
nected in the area of the other chain wheel of the chain 
10, not shown in FIG. 5, by a further section with the 
lower section 52. The location of the actuator rods 6 
along the section, not shown, of the endless groove or 
of the endless slot 50, respectively, is of secondary im 
portance, in that solely at the beginning of the lower 
stretch of the chain 10, the actuator rods 6 must again 
be directed downwardly. 

It is also pointed out that the actuators 7 provided in 
the device of FIGS. 1 to 3 are exactly so constructed 
and guided, as has just been described with reference 
to the FIGS. 4-6 shown on a larger scale. 
The transverse stack unit 37 has in addition to the 

previously described parts also two stationary holding 
members or rods 55, shown in FIGS. 4 and 6, as well 
as a discharge path 56 extending perpendicularly to the 
plane of the chains 42, and a slide member 57, with 
which a transverse stack 58 formed in front of the hold 
ing rods 55 may be pushed into the discharge path 56, 
in which it is conveyed further by its own weight or by 
means of not illustrated conveyor means. The trans 
verse stacking of longitudinal stack 17 pushed upon a 
standstill of the chains 42 on top of the sawtooth mem 
bers 39 disposed opposite the channels 1, takes place 
in such a manner, that the holding rods 55 hold back 
the biscuits 8 on the sawtooth member 391 which in 
each case is located directly in front of these rods 55. 
The longitudinal stack 172 located on the following 
sawtooth member 392, belongs to the still preceding 
group of biscuits 8, which are in each case to be 
stacked, comes during the next step of the chains 42 
under the still incomplete transverse stack 58' and in 
.creases the same to the theoretical number of trans 
verse stacks (or total stack) 58 having biscuits. During 
the mentioned step corresponding to a stack cycle, of 
the chains 42, all of the sawtooth members 39 lying op 
posite the channels 1 at the beginning, are pushed so 
far to the right, that the last of these members comes 
into the position of the member 392 and has formed on 
the second to last member a new, incomplete stack 58' 
of biscuits. 

It is clear, that the slide member 57 is actuated in the 
direction of the arrow 59' of FIG. 6, when the complete 
total or transverse stack 58 has been formed, where 
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upon a stoppage of the chains 42 is not necessary; the 
cycle step of the chains 42 could, however, be inter 
rupted for a short time also for performing a sliding 
away of the transverse stack 58. The holding rods 55 
are arranged substantially perpendicular to the direc 
tion of the long ?anks of the sawtooth members 39. It 
should be noted that the sawtooth members 39 do not 
have to have an absolutely U-shaped pro?le; they may 
also consist solely of two sawtooth-shaped cheeks 40 
connected by a back portion, said cheeks being 
mounted on the transverse axes 41. 

When the longitudianl stack 172 is pushed under the 
transverse stack 58’, an appreciable friction may result 
on the oppositely disposed surfaces 59 and 60 of this 
stack, which is undesirable when certain tender, for ex 
ample, glazed biscuits are to be handled. For the pre 
vention of this friction, there are provided in the em 
bodiment of the device according to FIG. 7, which oth 
erwise corresponds to that according to FIGS. 4 to 6, 
sawtooth members 61 having a special construction. 
Referring to FIG. 7 the sawtooth member 61 again 

has a U-shaped pro?le with two sawtooth-shaped 
cheeks 62, which have each two holes 63 and 65 of dif 
ferent diameters. The foremost holes 63 in the two 
cheeks 62 lying opposite one another in the direction 
of movement of the upper stretch of the chain 42, have 
the smallest diameter corresponding to the size of the 
pivot pins 41. The diameter of the rear holes 65 is 
somewhat larger. Two shafts 41 of the same diameter 
pass through the mentioned holes 63, 65 and are pivot 
ally attached to the chains 42. It is apparent that the 
member 61 is swingable in a smaller area about that 
shaft 41 which passes through the foremost holes 63 in 
the two cheeks 62. 

In order to hold sawtooth members 61 disposed op 
posite the channels 1 (see FIGS. 1, 2 and 5) in a hori 
zontal position, there is provided between the chains 42 
a stationary horizontal guide 67 for these members 61. 
Each member 61 has a back portion 68 connecting the 
cheeks 62 with one another and two parallel wings 69 
projecting toward the rear, and which lie, in the prolon 
gation of the upper edges of the cheeks 62 and have a 
sufficient distance from one another, in order to pass 
the lower ends of the holding rods 55. The members 
611, 612, and 613 located in front of the stationary guide 
and not supported by the same are pivoted so far that 
their wings 69,, 692 and 693 are supported by the pre 
ceding longitudinal stacks 172, 17a and 17. During the 
transverse stacking, the surfaces 59 and 60 of the 
stacks 172 and 58' no longer rub on one another, but 
solely on the surfaces of the wings 69, which are in con 
tact with them. The wings 69 are preferably produced 
of an anti-friction synthetic material, for example, of a 
synthetic material known under the trade-mark “Tef 
Ion". Suitably the sawtooth members 61 consist each of 
a single piece of synthetic material. 

It may happen that the transverse or total stacks pro 
duced by means of the described stacking devices are 
not all of the same height, even though they all were 

' built up of the same number of regularly shaped ?at ar 
ticles; the unequal heights may be the result of the rela 
tively great thickness tolerances of the articles. In such 
cases, the stacking device may be provided with an ad 
justing means, with which after formation of a stack 
containing all articles of the numbered group deter 
mine its height and upon determining a deviation from 
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6 
its desired height, causes a corresponding low number 
of articles to be added or removed. 

In the event that in a packing machine connected 
with the stacking device a disturbance occurs, so that 
the entire stack no longer is received by the packing 
machine, while the feed of the articles to a counting de 
vice connected with the stacking device, for technical 
reasons should not be interrupted, a storage device may 
be provided which is connected parallel to the counting 
device. The storage device then receives the articles 
during the disturbance in the packing machine. After 
overcoming the disturbance, the stored articles are 
then successively added by means of an adjusting de~ 
vice provided in the stacking device to the transverse 
stacks formed in the same. If the entire stacks should, 
for example have 20 biscuits, then the counting device 
is adjusted to seventeen biscuits, and to each transverse 
stack of seventeen biscuits by means of the adjusting 
device, three biscuits are taken from the storage device 
and are added to the stack of 17 biscuits until the stor 
age device is empty and the counting device is again set 
at 20 biscuits. 
Of course, the stacking device may also be supplied 

manually with biscuits by counting of the groups of arti 
cles supplied to it. 
What I claim is: 
1. A stacking device for uniformly shaped, ?at arti 

cles, for example biscuits, comprising a plurality of 
channels arranged parallel to one another, means for 
supplying each of said channels during each stacking 
cycle with a group of articles to be stacked, ?rst stack 
ing means for combining the articles of the group in 
each channel into a partial stack, and second stacking 
means having an elongated stacking unit extending 
transversely to the channel for receiving the partial 
stacks therefrom and combining the partial stacks into 
a single total stack. 

2. A stacking device according to claim 1, wherein 
said ?rst stacking means includes a pair of parallel 
cheek members disposed in each channel, said cheek 
members having an upper surface with a sawtooth con 
figuration, means for moving said cheek members be~ 
tween an up position and a down position with respect 
to the channels, and an actuator for each channel, and 
wherein each channel includes a stationary slide way 
between the pair of cheek members for supporting the 
articles moved by the actuator when the cheek mem 
bers are in the down position so that when the cheek 
members are in the up position, the articles are sup 
ported on the saw-teeth of the cheek members and the 
actuator as it moves along the cheek members moves 
the article from one saw-tooth set to the next set to 
form the partial stack. 

3. A stacking device according to claim 2, wherein 
said second stacking means includes a plurality of 
stacking units arranged at equal spacing on a pair of 
endless chains which chains are disposed in planes ex 
tending parallel to a longitudinal direction of said chan 
nels, each of said stacking units comprising two cheek 
members having a saw-tooth configuration on their 
upper edge for receiving the partial stacks, said cheek 
members being arranged parallel to one another and 
perpendicular to the longitudinal direction of the chan 
nel, a slidable carriage movable along the cheek mem 
bers, said carrier being provided with actuating mem 
bers for engaging the partial stacks, and means for 
moving the carriage along the cheek members to cause 
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combination of the partial stacks into the'single total 
stack. ‘ 

4. A stacking device according to claim 3, wherein 
the second stacking means includes a stationary guide 
member and the means for moving the slidable carriage 
includes a member received in the stationary guide 
member to impart reciprocal movement to the carriage 
as the endless chains carry the stacking unit away from 
the channels. 

5. A stacking device according to claim 3, including 
discharge means disposed adjacent to the stacking 
means for removing the total stack therefrom, said dis 
charge means including a slide member movable in a 
direction parallel to the cheek member for sliding the 
total stack from the stacking unit. 

6. A stacking device according to claim 2, wherein 
said second stacking means includes a single stacking 
unit comprising an endless conveyor, a stationary hold 
ing member disposed at one end of the conveyor, and 
means for stepwise driving the conveyor in a direction 
towards the holding member, said endless conveyor 
having a plurality of wedge-shaped members having an 
inclined upper surface with the direction of the incline 
extending away from said stationary holding member, 
whereby during the standstill of the endless conveyor, 
the partial stacks are transferred from the channels 
onto the inclined surfaces of the wedge-shaped mem 

, bers and the total stack is formed by movement of the 
wedge-shaped members towards the stationary holding 
member with the articles arrangedat-the holding mem 
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8 
her being lifted by the movement of the wedge-shaped 
members therebeneath to enable insertion of a partial 
stack under a stack at the holding member to complete 
the formation of the total stack. 

7. A stackig device according to claim 6, wherein 
each of the wedge-shaped members is mounted for piv 
otal movment on the endless conveyor to enable the 
changing of the amount of inclination of the upper sur 
face, each of the wedge-shaped members having two 
parallel wings extending therefrom to overhang the fol 
lowing adjacent wedge-shaped member and said stack 
ing means including means enabling pivoting of the 
wedge-shaped member adjacent the holding member 
so that the wings of the wedge-shaped member rest on 
a partial stack carried by the following wedge—shaped 
member to be interposed between a stack at the hold 
ing member and the next partial stack during combina 
tion the partial stacks into the total stack. 

8. A stacking device according to claim 2, wherein 
the acutator of the ?rst stacking means for each chan 
nel is mounted for pivotal movement on an‘ endless 
chain, said actuator having a control arm with a fol 
lower disposed on a guide surface to control pivotal 
movement of the actuator and to positively pivot the 
actuator into a retracted position as a partial stack is 
transferred onto the second stacking means to prevent 
contact of the actuator with the partial stack of articles 
on the second stacking means. 

_ * * * * 8i 


